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Linear optical quantum computing (LOQC) seems attractively simple: information is borne en-
tirely by light and processed by components such as beam splitters, phase shifters and detectors.
However this very simplicity leads to limitations, such as the lack of deterministic entangling op-
erations, which are compensated for by using substantial hardware overheads. Here we quantify
the resource costs for full scale LOQC by proposing a specific protocol based on the surface code.
With the caveat that our protocol can be further optimised, we report that the required number of
physical components is at least five orders of magnitude greater than in comparable matter-based
systems. Moreover the resource requirements grow higher if the per-component photon loss rate is
worse than one in a thousand, or the per-component noise rate is worse than 10−5. We identify
the performance of switches in the network as the single most influential factor influencing resource
scaling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerous different physical systems have been ex-
plored as platforms for quantum information processing.
Most approaches involve embodying information in mat-
ter systems such as ions or superconducting qubits, but a
striking alternative is linear optical quantum computing
(LOQC) where all information is encoded in electromag-
netic field modes, and processing is carried out using only
linear optical elements [1]. Using light as the information
medium takes advantage of the low decoherence suffered
by optical fields, and the relative ease with which quan-
tum information can be encoded photonically. However
there are drawbacks, in particular the impossibility of de-
terministic entanglement and the impact of photon loss
(whether due to absorption, leakage or detector failure).
Such difficulties can be solved by increasing the physi-
cal complexity of the circuitry. Thus while LOQC may
benefit from simple building blocks, conversely it may re-
quire more complex circuits than other approaches, and
the balance of these factors will determine whether the
approach is a practical competitor to matter-based pro-
cessors.
The most developed method for LOQC to date is based
on a discrete dual-rail encoding, in which each qubit is
encoded in the field modes occupied by a single photon [2]
(these modes can be spatial, polarisation, time-frequency
or any other degree of freedom supported by electromag-
netic fields). Crucially, even though entangling opera-
tions between dual-rail encoded photonic qubits cannot
succeed deterministically, it has been shown that it is
nonetheless possible to build an essentially determinis-
tic universal quantum computer using only linear optics.
This can be achieved by attempting probabilistic entan-
gling operations (PEO) between many resource states in
order to ensure that, with high probability, a sufficient
number of operations will succeed to allow for quantum
computing [3, 4].
Techniques for mitigating photon loss have also been
developed. It has been shown that if quantum informa-
tion is suitably encoded in a multi-photon state, then
losses of up to 50% of the photons can be tolerated be-
fore the encoded information is lost [5]. However, in
any realistic implementation of a quantum computer, one
must account for how complex multi-photon states can
be created given that every component, at every level,
will be associated with finite rates of photon loss and
other forms of noise. Furthermore, the circuitry asso-
ciated with overcoming non-deterministic entanglement
will require many linear optical elements, including de-
lay lines and switching networks, in order to dynamically
reroute the outputs of successful operations to the next
stage of processing. These elements will induce further
errors and losses, and in this sense the twin issues of
non-deterministic entanglement and photon loss aggra-
vate one another in LOQC. Fortunately the threshold
theorem assures us that, if all physical error rates are
sufficiently low then errors at the logical level can be
made arbitrarily rare, and scalable fault-tolerant quan-
tum computing can be achieved. The central challenge of
quantum computing is therefore to demonstrate the oper-
ations necessary for quantum computing with error rates
below these thresholds. Theoretical studies have estab-
lished the required thresholds for architectures relevant
to superconducting qubits [6], and to matter optical net-
works [7], and experimental systems have been demon-
strated at, or beyond, the required performance levels [8–
10]. However to our knowledge no prior paper has estab-
lished requirements of LOQC at the per-component level
while simultaneously tracking the overall resource costs.
In this paper, we propose a protocol for LOQC that
includes every step from the initial generation of entan-
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FIG. 1. Protocol for linear optical quantum computing using 3D cluster states. This figure uses the graph state notation: each
diagram represents the multi-qubit state which would result if one could prepare one qubit in state |+〉 for each node (filled
circle), and then perform a controlled-phase gate for each edge (i.e. connecting line). However since LOQC does not permit
deterministic entanglement, our states must be actually be created by a more lengthly process. (a) The full 3D cluster state is
constructed in a near-deterministic step once we have created sufficiently complex building-block states. Each building-block
state contains a photonic core qubit (solid circle) and several bridge units (empty circles), which are themselves tree graph states
of photonic qubits. The core qubits of the building-block states will form the qubits in the 3D cluster state. Entanglement
between these cores (i.e. edges in the eventual cluster state) is established by attempting probabilistic entangling operations
(PEOs) between bridge units. (b) PEOs on two bridge units are used to make entanglement links between core qubits. The
PEO is composed of a Hadamard gate on one of the bridge’s root qubit followed by a Bell measurement (BM) between the two
root qubits. Other photonic qubits in the bridge qubit are then measured in bases according to the outcome of the BM. If the
BM succeeds, an entanglement link is generated. Regardless of whether it succeeds or fails, the remains of the two bridge units
must be removed from their building blocks.
glement primitives to the deployment of a fully fault-
tolerant scalable unit for quantum computing. We con-
sider computational errors and losses at each stage and
endeavour to employ the most efficient known protocols
for optical quantum information processing. In contrast
to previous studies of noise thresholds in optical quan-
tum computing [11, 12], we explicitly account for the
substantial resource costs of LOQC protocols. We fo-
cus on a purely linear optical network, without employ-
ing matter qubits as memories or for entanglement gen-
eration. However we do assume the availability of on-
demand sources of single photons, without concerning
ourselves with the particular method with which these
would be generated [13]. It is important to recognise that
our results only represent an upper bound on the phys-
ical characteristics that are required of the components
in an LOQC system – our protocol can admit various
further optimisations, and these will make the physical
requirements less stringent. Nevertheless we believe the
results we offer are highly relevant to the field, having
been derived from protocols that are presently “state of
the art”, and moreover it is therefore fair to compare the
results here with those that have been derived for matter
and hybrid matter-optical systems.
Our analysis allows us to make an estimate of the over-
all scale of the resources necessary to construct a fully
fault-tolerant optical quantum computer. We choose the
number of detectors as a metric for the device size, recog-
nising that the total numbers for the other kinds of com-
ponent will scale roughly proportionately. We find that
one would require upwards of 105 — 106 detectors per
physically encoded qubit in the cluster state, therefore re-
quiring a total of at least 1011 — 1012 detectors to build
a 1000 logical qubit quantum computer 1. Further, such
a quantum computer would require loss rates per com-
ponent below ∼ 10−3 and error rates below ∼ 10−5 per
component.
II. PROTOCOL
Our protocol is based on a three-dimensional (3D) clus-
ter state [15–17] [Fig. 1 (a)]. With the cluster state ap-
proach, all entanglement required by the quantum com-
putation is generated ahead of the computation itself,
which then proceededs purely through measurements.
The 3D cluster states enables measurement-based imple-
mentations of topological quantum computing using the
surface code [18–20], providing high thresholds for both
qubit loss and computational errors [21]. Without qubit
loss, 3D cluster states tolerate phase errors with a rate
up to 3% on each qubit; conversely, without computa-
tional errors, they tolerate up to 24.9% qubit losses [21];
and with both computational errors and qubit loss, the
threshold of errors decreases approximately linearly with
the loss rate. Thus cluster states are particularly well
suited to LOQC as they can be efficiently prepared with
1 This assumes that each logical qubit will be encoded in a surface
code consisting of ∼ 1000 physical qubits [14].
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FIG. 2. Building-block states are constructed in a series of stages from initial three-qubit GHZ state entanglement resources.
Further details are given in Appendix B.
linear optics: there is no fundamental difficultly caused
by a high rate of entanglement failure during the cre-
ation of the cluster state, provided that once it is created
it surpasses these thresholds [3, 4, 22, 23].
The 3D cluster state is a graph state on a 3D lattice,
which can be understood by supposing that each ver-
tex on the graph denotes a qubit initialised in the state
|+〉 and each edge denotes an controlled-phase gate en-
tangling the two linked qubits. In the particular lattice
we require, each qubit is connected to four neighbouring
qubits, see Fig. 1(a). In order to create such a cluster
state, our protocol requires one complete building-block
state to be prepared for each eventual qubit in the clus-
ter. Importantly, these building-block states contain suf-
ficient redundant encoding that entanglement links be-
tween building blocks can be generated with a proba-
bility above that necessary for fault-tolerant computing.
If suitable building blocks can be constructed, a fault-
tolerant cluster state of arbitrary size can then be gener-
ated deterministically. We can therefore focus on the
optimal approach to constructing these building-block
states (Fig. 2), without concerning ourselves with the
precise details of the 3D cluster state that will ultimately
be generated. However, we note that it is only necessary
to generate one 2D layer of the cluster state “at a time”,
entangling it with the layer generated previously (each
layer represents one ‘clock cycle’ of the computation, and
therefore requires one vertex for every physical qubit).
Therefore the building-block factories can be reused to
generate each layer of the 3D cluster.
As in other cluster state generation protocols [3, 24–
29], our building-block state is also a graph state. We
employ the star graph as the basic structure of our build-
ing blocks, Fig. 1 (a). This state is composed of one core
qubit and several bridge units. While the core qubit is
a single photonic qubit, each bridge unit is physically
encoded in tree-structure graph state of several photonic
qubits. In order to implement a PEO between two differ-
ent building block states, a Bell measurement is carried
out between the root qubits at the base of each bridge
unit. The tree-like structure within the bridge units en-
ables two key properties: In the case of a successful
PEO between bridge units on two different building-block
states, the core qubits on each building block become en-
tangled, and the remaining qubits within each unit can be
trimmed away, see the left part of Fig. 1 (b). Moreover,
on failure of the entangling operation then the measure-
ments on the remaining qubits within the bridge units
allow us to identify any necessary phase correction to the
core qubit, preventing its corruption (with high probabil-
ity). The right part of Fig. 1 (b) summarises this proto-
col, see Appendix A for further details. This method for
recovering from PEO failure via measurements on ancil-
lary qubits follows the approach introduced in Ref. [5].
With these two properties, it is possible to make mul-
tiple attempts to form links between core qubits while
still ensuring that errors remain below the fault-tolerant
threshold. Two building blocks can therefore be success-
fully connected with a high rate provided that there are
enough bridge units.
Since each core qubit must be linked to four other core
qubits, the number of bridge units on the building blocks
is chosen to be a multiple of four, with a quarter of the
bridge units allocated for each connection. To estab-
lish an entanglement link, PEOs are performed on corre-
sponding bridge unit in parallel. If there is one successful
PEO and the removal measurements are also successful,
then the connection is successfully established. If there
is more than one successful PEO, we keep only one link.
The connection fails if there are no successful PEOs or
one of the removal operations fails. Connection failures
are dealt with by treating core qubits with a failed con-
nection as missing qubits [29], which can be tolerated by
MBQC on the 3D cluster state.
The finally prepared state of core qubits is equivalent
to the 3D cluster state up to some feedback single-qubit
gates depending on outcomes of single-qubit measure-
ments and Bell measurements for preparing the state.
In the MBQC algorithm on the 3D cluster state, (core)
qubits are measured in four bases, which are σx, σz, and
(σx±σy)/√2 (only for magic state injection). In our pro-
tocol, the feedback gate on a core qubit is always either
the identity 1 or the phase gate σz. Therefore, remark-
ably, core qubits can be measured before the cluster state
is prepared! It is beneficial to do so, in order to reduce the
effect of photon loss: core qubits are measured as early
as possible, and obviously if a measurement fails then
that particular building block is abandoned at its initial
stage. Once the full feedback is known, we may update
(flip) the recorded outcomes of any cores measured in σx
or (σx ± σy)/√2.
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FIG. 3. (a) Circuit for realising linear optical quantum computing using a three-dimensional cluster state. The circuit includes
stages for (i) generating initial three-qubit GHZ states, (ii) synthesising these states into building-block states, and finally (iii)
constructing the 3D cluster state. Qubits on the cluster state are physically measured right after they are generated by a GHZ
state factory. (b) GHZ states factories probabilistically generate three-qubit GHZ states from six single photons. Successful
generation of the GHZ state is heralded by specific three photon detection events at the detectors. To select at most N successful
copies of the GHZ state from M attempts, we need six M -to-N switchyards. Delay lines are necessary before photons enter
switchyards to allow for feed-forward. (c) Bell measurement circuits synthesise building-block states. The two different circuits
depicted succeed with probabilities 50% and 75%, respectively. For the 75%-success circuit, four ancillary single photons are
used. At each synthesise stage, many copies of input states are prepared, and measurements are performed on these states in
parallel. Successful output states are selected with switch networks. (d) A M -to-N switchyard can be realised with 1-to-N
switchyards and M -to-1 switchyards. For each 1-to-N switchyard, every output mode is connected to an input mode of a
different M -to-1 switchyard. A M -to-1 switchyard composed of ∼ 2M 2-to-2 switches. A 1-to-N switchyard is similar.
5III. GENERATION OF BUILDING BLOCKS
Each building-block state must be generated from an
initial resource of unentangled single photons. In our
scheme, these single photons are first entangled into
three-qubit GHZ states. These entanglement primitives
can then be sequentially combined into larger units us-
ing Bell measurements (Fig. 2). This process is known
to be efficient for loss rates of less than 1/3 [30], since
at each stage it is then possible increase (up to double)
the size of the resulting entangled states. Further details
on the building-block construction process are given in
Appendix B.
Regardless of the specific architecture of the building
block to be generated, this process requires two primary
circuit elements. The first element, a GHZ-state factory,
produces GHZ states probabilistically from single-photon
inputs. The second element probabilistically joins two in-
dependent graph states into a larger graph state. Along
with these two processing elements, it is also necessary
to construct switching networks and delay lines in or-
der to route photons between processing states. All of
these operations must be realised using only linear opti-
cal elements, e.g. single-photon sources, beam splitters,
switches, delay lines and photon detectors [Fig. 3 (a)].
In our scheme, we use the same GHZ-state factory as
proposed in Ref. [30]. This circuit requires six single
photon inputs, and, in the lossless case, successfully gen-
erates GHZ states with probability 1/32 [Fig. 3 (b)]. Our
fusion elements use Bell measurements as PEOs for join-
ing intermediate states. These Bell measurements con-
sume one photon from each input state [4]. A tempting
alternative is to employ the Type-I fusion gate, which
consumes only one photon and can also connect two
graph states [4]. However, a Type-I fusion gate may
convert photon loss into computational errors (see Ap-
pendix B), which should be avoided as overcoming errors
is usually harder than overcoming photon loss. There-
fore, we only use Bell measurements in our protocol [30].
The circuits we use for the Bell measurement are also
shown in Fig. 3 (c). Without any ancillary resources,
a linear optical Bell measurement (often termed Type-
II fusion) can succeed with 50% probability in the loss-
less case. However, with the help of four ancillary single
photons, the success probability of a Bell measurement
can be boosted to 75% [31]. The same success proba-
bility can also be achieved with a Bell-state as the an-
cillary resource [32]. With a resource state of more en-
tangled photons, the success probability can be further
boosted [31, 32].
As neither GHZ-state generation nor Bell measure-
ments can succeed deterministically, we select success-
ful outcomes from these operations to feed into the next
stage of construction. This requires a rapidly reconfig-
urable switchyard consisting of a network of switches.
For example, to select N successful copies of the three-
qubit GHZ state from M attempts in parallel, we need
six M -input to N -output switchyards, one for each out-
put mode of the GHZ-state generation circuit. Before
photons enter switchyards, delay lines are necessary to
allow time for the switchyard to be reconfigured.
We consider two different approaches to this switch-
ing requirement. In the ideal case, this switchyard would
consist of a single reconfigurable switch with multiple in-
puts and outputs [33], in which there is no extra cost in
terms of losses or errors as N or M increases. This may
prove impossible to achieve, and so we also consider the
opposite limit, in which a switchyard is built out of a
network of 2-to-2 switches. Such an M -to-N switchyard
can be realised with M 1-to-N switchyards and N M -
to-1 switchyards [Fig. 3 (d)]. Each 1-to-N and M -to-1
switchyard is respectively composed of ∼ N and ∼ M
2-to-2 switches, as also shown in Fig. 3 (d). With such a
network of simple switches, each photon must go through
approximately log2(MN) switches. To minimise photon
loss, switchyards with multiple inputs M but a single
output N are favourable. However resources are not used
efficiently in this case, and many successful PEO outputs
will be discarded. To increase the efficiency, it is prefer-
able to use switchyards with more output modes. In our
numerical simulations, we have considered different con-
figurations of the switch network to obtain the optimal
threshold of a computer built with 2-to-2 switches.
IV. PHOTON LOSS AND COMPUTATIONAL
ERRORS
The main source of noise in LOQC is photon loss,
which may be induced by any component on the opti-
cal path of the qubit. We assume that a loss occurs at
single-photon sources, beam splitters, delay lines (for the
time period required for one PEO stage), switches and
detectors with the rates pe, pb, pd, ps and pm, respec-
tively.
In addition to photon losses, we also have to consider
computational errors. Because measurements are even-
tually attempted on all photonic qubits in the protocol,
computational errors are induced by any source of noise
that can affect these measurement outcomes. For ex-
ample, any asymmetry, e.g. phase difference or biased
transmission, between two modes of a qubit may result
in computational errors. All computational errors are
equivalent to Pauli errors (see Appendix C). In this pa-
per, we assume that depolarising errors may happen at
beam splitters, delay lines and switches with the rates b,
d and s, respectively. Imperfect modal overlap between
different photon sources will lead to imperfect quantum
interference at beam splitters, and therefore also to Pauli
errors. For simplicity, in our model we incorporate this
form of error into b.
Other types of noise are also tolerable in our proto-
col. For example, a photon source may emit two pho-
tons rather than a single photon into the circuit. Similar
errors can be induced by switching errors, in which a
photon enters the wrong mode, and from dark counts
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FIG. 4. Thresholds on the loss rate per component p as a function of the number of detectors per data qubit in the case of no
computational errors; pS denotes the success rate of Bell measurements. We again note that each logical qubit will be encoded
in a surface code consisting of ≥ 1000 data qubits. (a) Model in which each switchyard is composed of cascaded 2-to-2 switches.
All components have the same loss rate, i.e. pe = pb = pd = ps = pm = p. (b) Each switchyard is a single switch with multiple
inputs and outputs. All components have the same loss rate p. (c), (d), (e) and (f) In each plot, one form of component is
assumed to be perfect, while all other components have the same loss rate p. As can be seen, the most dramatic improvement
is seen when the switches are assumed to be perfect. Transparent curves in subfigure (f) corresponds to the case that the loss
rate of switches is 10% of other components.
of detectors. To first order, all of these errors will be
caught during measurement, since if these extra photons
survive in the optical path we will measure more than
the expected number of photons. In this case, we can
simply treat the qubit as missing, an error which can be
overcome in the same way as true photon loss. However,
if a two-photon error is followed by a photon loss event,
only one photon will be detected, and the measurement
on such a qubit may give a wrong outcome. These com-
putational errors are also equivalent to Pauli errors and
can be corrected with our protocol. Although these er-
rors can be corrected, we consider regimes in which they
will occur at a rate much lower than the first-order error
terms, and so we do not explicitly include them in our
threshold study.
V. THRESHOLDS
In this approach to LOQC, the fault-tolerance thresh-
old depends on the complexity of each building-block
state. With more resources, one can prepare bigger build-
ing blocks, and thus a higher level of photon loss is tol-
erable. In Fig. 4, fault-tolerant thresholds are obtained
numerically (see Appendix D for details). In order to pro-
vide some physical intuition for the size of such linear op-
tical quantum computers, we choose to specify the total
number of detectors needed as our metric of the resources
required. It can be seen that this approximately corre-
sponds to twice the number of single photons needed, and
therefore twice the number of single photon sources. It
is likely that the resource burden of the other elements,
e.g. beam splitters, delay lines and switches, will be of
similar magnitudes.
Note that each curve in Fig. 4 (a) is actually an en-
velope representing the best of a very large number of
protocols that were tested. Each small dot within the
red curve in the upper left figure represents the outcome
of one such simulation; these dots are omitted from other
curves for clarity.
It is vital to appreciate that the number of detectors
shown in the figure is for a single building-block state
rather than the entire computer. A building-block state
corresponds to only one qubit on the cluster state, i.e. one
7data qubit of the surface code, which could correspond to
just one ion in an ion trap quantum computer or one su-
perconducting qubit in a superconducting quantum com-
puter. It is anticipated that a fault-tolerant quantum
computer will need at least ∼ 106 data qubits in order to
be able to compete with state-of-the-art classical comput-
ers [14, 34]. We therefore do not consider building-block
states with a resource requirement of greater than two
billion detectors, since at that point one finds the entire
computer requires thousands of trillions of components!
In Fig. 4 (a), we consider the case in which all com-
ponents of the computer have the same photon loss rate.
Depending on the choice of Bell measurement protocol,
the threshold loss rate per component varies from ∼ 0.1%
to ∼ 0.2%. In this subfigure, we consider the worst case
approach, in which each switchyard is built out of a cas-
cade of 2-to-2 switches. For comparison, in Fig. 4 (b) we
consider a more sophisticated computer, in which each
switchyard is a multiple-input multiple-output switch
with the same loss rate as the other components. In this
case the threshold is ∼ 3 — 5 times higher than that of
a simple-switch computer. We note that these thresh-
olds approach the 1% limiting loss rate that has been
discussed in the context of a computing paradigm where
gates are essentially deterministic but suffer a small prob-
ability of qubit loss [35] (we have achieved this at the cost
of the additional resource overhead of course).
In order to further explore which components have the
most significant impact on the fault-tolerance threshold,
in Figs. 4 (c), (d), (e) and (f) we modify the model in
Fig. 4 (a), assuming in each that one of the circuit com-
ponents is lossless. These simulations confirm that it is
the switching networks which most strongly impact the
loss tolerance of the quantum computer. This suggests
that alternative approaches in which intermediate cluster
states are extensively recycled (similar to the recycling
discussed in Ref [28]) will suffer from the associated in-
crease in complexity of the switching networks.
The threshold changes dramatically with increased
success probability Bell measurements. With a higher
success probability, the size of building-block states
(number of bridge units) can be smaller, hence both
the level of noise and the resource cost can be lower.
Bell measurements with 75% success probabilities per-
form significantly better than those with 50% success
probability. Further, the single-photon ancilla assisted
Bell measurement is slightly better than the Bell-state
assisted Bell measurement. These boosted Bell mea-
surements do however require photon detectors with ad-
ditional photon-number resolution. In the case of the
50%-success Bell measurement, we need detectors that
can distinguish photon numbers 0, 1, 2, while for 75%-
success Bell measurements, we need detectors that can
distinguish photon numbers 0, 1, 2, 3. With more com-
plex ancillary states, the success probability can be fur-
ther boosted. However in this case more resources are
required for preparing these ancillary states, which can
counteract the benefits of the higher success probabilities
FIG. 5. Thresholds on the loss rate per component p for given
the error rate per component  and the number of detectors
per data qubit. Switchyards are composed of cascaded 2-to-2
switches and single-photon ancilla assisted Bell measurements
with 75% success probability are used. All components have
the same loss rate, i.e. pe = pb = pd = ps = pm = p and all
error rates are equal, i.e. b = d = s = . See Fig. 11 for the
full data with more details.
(see Appendix E).
The presence of computational errors reduces the
threshold loss rate. A general study of the threshold
for both loss rates and error rates is shown in Fig. 5, in
which we only consider quantum computers built with 2-
to-2 switches and single-photon ancilla assisted Bell mea-
surements with 75% success probability. More data for
other Bell-measurement circuits and fancy switches can
be found in Fig. 10. The threshold error rate per com-
ponent is on the order of 10−5.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have proposed a comprehensive protocol for LOQC
with 3D cluster states, in which we consider the full net-
work of linear optical devices necessary to realise a quan-
tum computer. We find thresholds for loss and error rates
of ∼ 10−3 and ∼ 10−5 per component, respectively. This
per-component performance is beyond the current state
of the art in photonics [36–42]. Furthermore we find that
such a quantum computer would require on the order
of 1011 detectors, and similar numbers of other compo-
nents including deterministic and indistinguishable single
photon sources. These component counts are several or-
ders of magnitude greater than those required for systems
with deterministic gates [7, 14].
We wish to emphasise that these stringent thresholds
should be taken as a challenge to the community, aiming
to stimulate further discussion and innovation in LOQC.
From an experimental perspective, we have tried to de-
termine which components will prove most critical in the
development of an optical quantum computer. We found
8that, for our scheme, it is the performance of the optical
switches that have by far the most impact the threshold
loss and error rates, while other components contribute
more equally. We hope that this will help guide the prior-
ities of future experimental work aimed towards realising
LOQC. From a theoretical perspective, we hope that our
work will stimulate others to improve on our thresholds
by exploring alternative schemes.
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9Appendix A: Loss and error tolerant building blocks
As discussed in the main text, our protocol is based
on a three-dimensional (3D) cluster state [Fig. 1 (a)]. To
create the cluster state, one intermediate building-block
state must be prepared for each qubit in the cluster.
We employ the star graph as the basic structure of
our building blocks [Fig. 1 (a)]. This state is composed
of one core photonic qubit and several bridge units. To
tolerate photon loss and failures of PEOs, each bridge
unit is encoded as a tree-structure graph state of several
photonic qubits with a root qubit connected to the core
qubit [Fig. 6]. The PEO for connecting two core qubits
includes a Hadamard gate on one root qubit and a Bell
measurement on two root qubits [Fig. 1 (b)]. Because the
Bell measurement can only succeed probabilistically in
LOQC, the overall operation is probabilistic. If the PEO
is successful (fails), qubits on first-generation branches,
which are directly connected to the root, are measured in
the σz (σx) basis, qubits on second-generation branches
are measured in the σx (σz) basis, and so on. This mea-
surement pattern removes redundant branches from two
connected building blocks if the PEO is successful and
removes entire bridge units from two independent build-
ing blocks if the PEO is failed. This removal operation
is not always successful due to photon loss. When the
tree graph state is large enough, the removal operation
can succeed with an arbitrarily high probability if the
photon loss rate is lower than 50% [5].
Appendix B: Constructing building blocks
Building-block states are generated by fusing three-
qubit GHZ states (see Fig. 6) with Bell measurements.
There are four types of graph states occurring in the gen-
eration process, which are three-qubit GHZ states, rake-
structure graph states, tree-structure graph states, and
rake-tree states. In the first step, rake states are prepared
from GHZ states. These states, along with further GHZ
states are the basic ingredients of rake-tree states. Us-
ing these ingredients, rake-tree states are generated and
enlarged with Bell measurements. When the tree of a
rake-tree state is large enough, it can be converted into a
building-block state by removing the rake. As an exam-
ple, the construction process for a building-block state
with branching numbers (8, 2, 2), is shown in Fig. 6.
A rake with r branches can be prepared with 2(r − 1)
GHZ states (assuming all Bell measurements are success-
ful) in ceil[log2(r−1)]+1 steps. In the first step, each pair
of GHZ states are fused by a CP operation [see Fig. 7 (a)]
to obtain a 4-qubit linear cluster state, which is also a
rake with 2 branches. Two rakes can be combined into a
bigger rake by a PP operation [see Fig. 7 (b)]: If two in-
put rakes respectively have r1 and r2 branches, the out-
put rake has r1 + r2 − 2 branches. Since, in each step
the number of branches can be nearly doubled, r − 1 2-
branch rakes can be combined into the r-branch rake in
ceil[log2(r − 1)] steps.
A rake itself is a rake-tree graph state in which the tree
is 1-level but the branching number is 0. A GHZ state
itself is also a rake-tree graph state in which the rake has
only 1 branch and the tree is 1-level with the branching
number 1. From these two kinds of graph states, rake-
tree states can be generated and enlarged with two basic
processes: increasing the branching number of the tree
and increasing the level of the tree (see Fig. 6). The
branching number is increased by fusing two rake-tree
graph states with a PP operation, where one of the rake
always has only one rake branch. The level of the tree is
increased by removing, i.e. measuring in the σz basis, one
branch of the rake. We would like to remark that, when
the level number is increased from 1 to 2, the branch of
the rake (which is supposed to be measured) can be kept
as a branch of the tree.
In our protocol of generating photonic tree-structure
graph states, the rake structure allows us to increase the
level of the tree with a single-qubit measurement (which
is physically performed at the GHZ-state-generation
stage due to the same reason of measuring core qubits
as early as possible). This process is efficient; the largest
rake state can be prepared in ceil[log2(R− 1)] + 1 steps,
where R is the level of the final tree. As a comparison,
the previous protocol reported in Ref. [30] requires prob-
abilistic Bell measurements for increasing the level of the
tree. Therefore, the number of construction stages is re-
duced in our protocol for high-level trees. Minimising the
number of construction stages can reduce noise induced
by delay lines and switchyards and also to reduce the
resource cost. If the success probability of a Bell mea-
surement is pS, for each successful output state, roughly
speaking, 1/pS input states need to be prepared. For
a GHZ state going through n Bell-measurement stages,
1/pnS copies will be required to ensure that each stage is
successful. Reducing n is therefore critical to reducing
the the resource costs.
As we have discussed in the main text, we choose Bell
measurement rather than Type-I fusion gate as the oper-
ation of entangling photons, because a Type-I fusion gate
may convert photon loss into computational errors. For
a Type-I fusion gate, if there is no photon loss, two input
photonic qubits are projected into the subspace of HH
and VV (for the polarisation encoding) when only one
photon is detected, or the state HV (VH) if zero photons
(two photons) are detected. With photon loss, the input
qubits may be in the state VH rather than the subspace
of HH and VV if only one photon is detected and the
other is missing. Therefore, photon loss may result in
computational errors in a Type-I fusion gate.
Appendix C: The model of computational errors
In our protocol of LOQC, operations performed on
three-qubit GHZ states include Hadamard gates, Bell
measurements and single-qubit measurements in the σx
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FIG. 6. Scheme for generating building-block states with three-qubit GHZ states. The building-block state is a tree graph
state of photonic qubits. Such a tree can be characterized by branching numbers (b0, b1, b2, . . .), where b0 is the number of
bridge units, and bi is the number of ith-generation branches of a bridge unit. In our protocol, b0 is always a multiple of four.
Graph states occurring in the generation process include three-qubit GHZ states, rake states, tree states, and rake-tree states.
On the top of the figure, the example rake state has 3 branches, the rake-tree state is composed of a rake with 3 branches and a
2-level tree with branching numbers (2, 2), and the building-block state is a 3-level tree state with branching numbers (8, 2, 2).
and σz bases. Single-qubit measurements in bases (σx ±
σy)/
√
2 (for magic state injection) do not affect the fault-
tolerance threshold. Therefore, any computational error
is equivalent to a bit flip error [σx], a phase flip error [σz]
or a combined error [σy] on a single qubit, or a combina-
tion of these three types of errors on a group of qubits.
Because GHZ states are prepared separately, there is no
correlation between them right after they are generated.
Correlations between GHZ states may occur when two
qubits of different GHZ states are measured by a Bell
measurement. However, for the Bell measurement on
qubits A and B, all errors are equivalent to three types
of Pauli errors [σxA], [σ
y
A] and [σzA] (or equivalently [σxB ],
[σyB ] and [σzB ], corresponding to three possible incorrect
outcomes), which are all single-qubit errors. Therefore,
all computational errors are equivalent to Pauli errors
within GHZ states. For the GHZ state shown in Fig. 6,
these Pauli errors could be [σy1 ], [σz1 ], [σx2 ], [σ
y
2 ], [σz2 ], [σ
y
3 ]
and [σz3 ], and all other errors are equivalent to these seven
types of errors.
Correlations may also occur in switchyards. To deal
with these correlations, we can ensure that states from
the same switchyard are utilised in different cluster-state
qubits that are separated by distances much larger than
the dimension of logical qubits. In this way, these cor-
relations induced by switchyards never form a correlated
error that can risk a logical qubit.
The depolarising error reads
E = (1− )[1 ] + 3([σ
x] + [σy] + [σz]) (C1)
Here,  is the error rate, and the superoperator [U ]ρ =
11
(a) CP operation
(b) PP operation
N
’(a
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FIG. 7. Fusion operations on graph states using Bell
measurements in the basis |BSµ,ν〉 = Zµa′Xνb′(|00〉a′,b′ +
|11〉a′,b′)/
√
2, where µ, ν = 0, 1 (a) A controlled-phase (CP)
operation includes a Hadamard gate on one of two measured
qubits and then the Bell measurement. Depending on the
measurement outcome, an operation ZνaZµb need to be per-
formed. (b) A parity-projection (PP) operation includes the
Bell measurement and a Hadamard gate on the nearest neigh-
bouring qubit of one of two measured qubits. Depending on
the measurement outcome, an operation ZνaZµb
∏
i∈N′(b) Z
µ
i
need to be performed. Here, N ′(c) denotes neighbouring
qubits of the qubit-c except the qubit-c′.
UρU†.
Appendix D: Numerical simulations
The threshold of fault-tolerant quantum computing is
determined by evaluating pL and pP , which respectively
are the loss rate and phase-error rate of a cluster-state
qubit, for the given loss rate and error rate per compo-
nent. In Ref. [21], the inferred critical threshold is almost
a straight line in the (loss rate, computational error rate)
parameter space. For the 3D cluster state, the phase-
error rate threshold without loss is 2.93% [15], and the
loss rate threshold without error is 24.9%. Therefore, the
threshold of (pL, pP ) is estimated as
pL
24.9% +
pP
2.93% = 1.
To obtain thresholds of the loss rate per component
without computational error, we have considered 2-level
trees and 3-level trees [see Fig. 8] with branching num-
bers not larger than 20 as building-block states, which
includes 8400 different tree structures in total. In the
case that switchyards are composed by 2-input-2-output
switches, we have considered configurations of the switch
network for which the number of outputs for all of the
switchyards is the same. We simulate output numbers
N = 2n with n = 0, 1, . . . , 10. For switchyards at
the outputs of GHZ state factories, the input number
is M = m × N with m = 32, 36, . . . , 256 (the suc-
cess rate of generating GHZ states is 1/32 [30]). For
switchyards for selecting successful Bell measurements,
the input number is determined by the input number of
GHZ-state switchyards, which is ceil(M/(32pS)), where
pS = 50%, 75%, 87.5% is the success rate of Bell mea-
surements without photon loss. Similarly, for switch-
yards for selecting successfully generated Bell states, the
input number is ceil(M/4), where we have used the cir-
cuit for generating Bell states with the success rate 1/8,
which can be boosted to 3/16 if a switch is introduced [4].
Therefore, we have in total considered 627 different con-
figurations of the switch network composed by 2-input-
2-output switches. In the case that each switchyard is a
fancy switch with arbitrarily large input and output num-
bers, we have assumed that the ratio ‘output number/
input number’ equals the actual success rate (including
the effect of photon loss) of corresponding operations.
For each curve in Fig. 4 (a) and (c)-(f), thresholds of
the loss rate per component are evaluated for 8400× 627
different protocols. Each protocol includes the building-
block structure and the configuration of the switch net-
work. Each curve is obtained as the envelope of these
thresholds. For each curve in Fig. 4 (b), thresholds of the
loss rate per component are evaluated for 8400 different
protocols, which are only determined by building-block
structures.
To obtain thresholds of the loss rate per component
with computational errors, we have selected about 500
protocols from protocols that require not more than
2× 109 detectors for each case. These selected protocols
are all close to the envelope, i.e. have the best perfor-
mance of tolerating photon loss. Specifically, we have
drawn a straight line connecting the highest point (cor-
responding to the protocol tolerates the highest loss rate
per component) and the lowest point (corresponding to
the protocol with the smallest number of detectors) on
the envelope. This line is then shifted downwards until
there are about 500 protocols whose thresholds of the loss
rate per component are above it. Thresholds of the loss
rate per component with computational errors in Fig. 5
are obtained from these selected protocols. Computa-
tional errors are evaluated using Monte Carlo methods.
In each protocol, for each value of the loss rate and the
error rate, the phase-error rate on a cluster-state qubit is
obtained with 100000 samples.
Appendix E: Bell measurements with entangled
ancillary states
In addition to the Bell measurement assisted by a Bell
state (see Figs. 4), which has the success probability 75%,
we also have considered the Bell measurement assisted by
a 4-qubit GHZ state (see Fig. 9), which has the success
probability 87.5% [31]. The 4-qubit GHZ state is pre-
pared with two 3-qubit GHZ states generated with the
circuit in Fig. 3 (b). By using a PP operation, in which
the Bell measurement is assisted by a Bell state, i.e. the
success probability is 75%, two 3-qubit GHZ states can
be fused into a 4-qubit GHZ state. We find that further
boosting the success probability of Bell measurements
with more entangled ancillary photons is not helpful.
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FIG. 8. Thresholds of the loss rate per component without computational errors for a computer built with fancy switches. All
components have the same loss rate. In addition to 2-level trees and 3-level trees, we have also considered 4-level trees. One
can find that 4-level trees tolerate less photon loss per component within the regime we are interested.
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FIG. 9. Thresholds of the loss rate per component without computational errors using Bell measurements with the success
probability 75% (assisted by a Bell state) and the success probability 87.5% (assisted by a 4-qubit GHZ state). All components
have the same loss rate.
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FIG. 10. Thresholds of the loss rate per component p as a function of the number of detectors per data qubit in the case with
computational errors. All components have the same loss rate, i.e. pe = pb = pd = ps = pm = p. And the rate of computational
errors per component is b = d = s = 3× 10−6.
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FIG. 11. (a) The full data of Fig. 5. (b) Thresholds on the loss rate per component p for given the error rate per component
 with 105, 106, . . . , 109 detectors per data qubit from bottom to top. Fluctuations are due to the uncertainty of the Monte
Carlo method.
